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East German teacher Rebecca Hoffmann discovers shes been spied on by the
Stasi for years and commits an impulsive act. George Jakes, the child of a mixedrace couple, bypasses a corporate law career to join Robert F. Kennedys Justice
Department and finds himself in the middle of the civil rights battle. Cameron
Dewar, the grandson of a senator, jumps at the chance to do some official and
unofficial espionage, only to discover that the world is a much more dangerous
place than hed imagined. Dimka Dvorkin, a young aide to Nikita Krushchev,
becomes a prime agent both for good and for ill as the United States and the
Soviet Union race to the brink of nuclear war, while his twin sister, Tanya, carves
out a role that will take her from Moscow to Cuba to Prague to Warsawand into
history.
Winter of the World is the second novel in Ken Follett's uniquely ambitious and
deeply satisfying Century trilogy. On its own or read in sequence with Fall of
Giants and Edge of Eternity, this is a magnificent, spellbinding epic of global
conflict and personal drama. A BATTLE OF IDEALS 1933, and at Cambridge,
Lloyd Williams is drawn to irresistible socialite Daisy Peshkov, who represents
everything that his left-wing family despise, but Daisy is more interested in
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aristocratic Boy Fitzherbert, a leading light of the British Union of Fascists. AN
EVIL UPRISING Berlin is in turmoil. Eleven-year-old Carla von Ulrich struggles to
understand the tensions disrupting her family as Hitler strengthens his grip on
Germany. Many are resolved to oppose Hitler’s brutal regime – but are they
willing to betray their country? A GLOBAL CONFLICT ON A SCALE NEVER
SEEN BEFORE Shaken by the tyranny and the prospect of war, five
interconnected families’ lives become ever more enmeshed. An international
clash of military power and personal beliefs is sweeping the world, but what will
this new war mean for those who must live through it?
Andrew Harlan, an Eternal, falls in love with Noys Lambert, who lives in real time,
but when he tries to make her an Eternal, he is faced with a crucial decision
about the destruction of Eternity.
Edge of EternityBook Three of the Century TrilogyPenguin
Details the experiences of five interrelated families--American, German, Russian,
English and Welsh--as they confront the social, political, and economic turmoil of
the twentieth century.
Jackdaws is an irresistible novel of the Resistance and of love, courage and
revenge. Two weeks before D-Day, the French Resistance attacks a chateau
containing a telephone exchange vital to German communications - but the
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building is heavily guarded and the attack fails disastrously. Flick Clairet, a young
British secret agent, proposes a daring new plan: she will parachute into France
with an all-woman team known as the 'Jackdaws' and they will penetrate the
chateau in disguise. But, unknown to Flick, Rommel has assigned a brilliant,
ruthless Intelligence colonel, Dieter Franck, to crush the Resistance. And Dieter
is on Flick's trail . . . From Ken Follett, the master storyteller and bestselling
author of Eye of the Needle and Code to Zero comes this exciting thriller, set
against the menacing backdrop of the Second World War and crackling with
suspense and action.
Unlock the more straightforward side of the Century trilogy with this concise and
insightful summary and analysis! This engaging summary presents an analysis of
the Century trilogy by Ken Follett, which tells the tale of several families in
different parts of the world whose lives become inextricably entwined during the
dramatic political and social events of the 20th century, from the First World War
to the American civil rights movement and the fall of the Berlin Wall. The writer
spent seven years researching and writing this trilogy, which was well-received
among critics for its compelling narrative, with all three books reaching number
one on the New York Times Best Seller list. Ken Follett is an internationally
acclaimed author who has sold over 150 million copies of his books and had
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several novels adapted for big and small screen. Find out everything you need to
know about the Century trilogy in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and
informative reading guide brings you: A complete plot summary Character
studiesKey themes and symbolsQuestions for further reflection Why choose
BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital format, our publications are
designed to accompany you in your reading journey. The clear and concise style
makes for easy understanding, providing the perfect opportunity to improve your
literary knowledge in no time. See the very best of literature in a whole new light
with BrightSummaries.com!
Set in an era of turbulent social changes, A Place Called Freedom is a magnificent
novel from the undisputed master of suspense and drama, Ken Follett. A Life of Poverty
Scotland, 1767. Mack McAsh is a slave by birth, destined for a cruel and harsh life as a
miner. But as a man of principles and courage, he has the strength to stand up for what
he believes in, only to be labelled as a rebel and enemy of the state. A Life of Wealth
Life feels just as constrained for rebellious Lizzie Hallim, as she struggles with the less
cruel circumstances of wealth and privilege. Fiercely independent, she is engaged to a
man she doesn’t care for, a landlord’s son and heir to an exploitative business empire.
A Search for Freedom Lizzie finds herself helping Mack after he becomes a fugitive.
Separated by class but bound by their yearning for freedom, they escape to London.
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True freedom, though, lies further afield, in a new life that awaits across the Atlantic
Ocean . . .
This collection of three books from the #1 New York Times bestselling master of World
War II suspense includes “the most exciting novel in years” (Cincinnati Enquirer),
about the espionage war between the British and the Nazis; “a very entertaining, very
cinematic thriller” (Publishers Weekly) about a gang of female saboteurs behind
German lines; and a “blitzkrieg-paced read” (People) about one man’s desperate
mission to bring crucial intelligence to England.
The saga that has enthralled the millions of readers of The Pillars of the Earth and
World Without End now continues with Ken Follett's magnificent, gripping A Column of
Fire. Christmas 1558, and young Ned Willard returns home to Kingsbridge to find his
world has changed. The ancient stones of Kingsbridge Cathedral look down on a city
torn by religious hatred. Europe is in turmoil as high principles clash bloodily with
friendship, loyalty and love, and Ned soon finds himself on the opposite side from the
girl he longs to marry, Margery Fitzgerald. Then Elizabeth Tudor becomes queen and
all of Europe turns against England. The shrewd, determined young monarch sets up
the country’s first secret service to give her early warning of assassination plots,
rebellions and invasion plans. Elizabeth knows that alluring, headstrong Mary Queen of
Scots lies in wait in Paris. Part of a brutally ambitious French family, Mary has been
proclaimed the rightful ruler of England, with her own supporters scheming to get rid of
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the new queen. Over a turbulent half-century, the love between Ned and Margery
seems doomed, as extremism sparks violence from Edinburgh to Geneva. With
Elizabeth clinging precariously to her throne and her principles, protected by a small,
dedicated group of resourceful spies and courageous secret agents, it becomes clear
that the real enemies – then as now – are not the rival religions. The true battle pitches
those who believe in tolerance and compromise against the tyrants who would impose
their ideas on everyone else – no matter the cost.
Ken Follett's Edge of Eternity Summary & AnalysisUnderstand the book in minutes, not
hours.This is a summary of Ken Follett's last book in a Century Trilogy that covers 50+
years of recent history. Published in 2014, Edge of Eternity tracks the lineage of Ma
Peshkov, their families, and acquaintances living in the US, Soviet Union, UK, and a
divided Germany. The novel is a comprehensive and factual narrative of historical
events through the eyes of those next to influential people of that era.Summary of Edge
of Eternity Includes:* Book Review * Story Analysis * Highlights of Elements many
Readers may have missed * Key Character Analysis* Discussion of Themes, Symbols
and Key Takeaways* Chapter by Chapter Breakdown of Entire BookAbout the
AuthorThe Ant Hive reads every chapter, extracts the understanding and leaves you
with understanding and time to spare. We do the work so you can understand the book
in minutes, not hours.
For use in schools and libraries only. The sweeping, passionate conclusion to Ken
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Follett's extraordinary historical epic, The Century Trilogy. In Fall of Giants and Winter
of the World, Ken Follett followed the fortunes of five international families-American,
German, Russian, English, and Welsh-as they made their way through the twentieth
century. Now they come to one of the most tumultuous eras of all: the 1960s through
the 1980s, from civil rights, assassinations, mass political movements, and Vietnam to
the Berlin Wall, the Cuban Missile Crisis, presidential impeachment, revolution-and rock
and roll. East German teacher Rebecca Hoffmann discovers she's been spied on by
the Stasi for years and commits an impulsive act that will affect her family for the rest of
their lives....George Jakes, the child of a mixed-race couple, bypasses a corporate law
career to join Robert F. Kennedy's Justice Department and finds himself in the middle
of not only the seminal events of the civil rights battle but a much more personal battle
of his own....Cameron Dewar, the grandson of a senator, jumps at the chance to do
some official and unofficial espionage for a cause he believes in, only to discover that
the world is a much more dangerous place than he'd imagined....Dimka Dvorkin, a
young aide to Nikita Krushchev, becomes a prime agent both for good and for ill as the
United States and the Soviet Union race to the brink of nuclear war, while his twin
sister, Tanya, carves out a role that will take her from Moscow to Cuba to Prague to
Warsaw-and into history.
Paper Money is a gripping novel of high-finance and underworld villainy from
bestselling author Ken Follett. Will reporters uncover the web of criminality at the heart
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of two seemingly unconnected crimes? Several Daring Crimes London. A politician
wakes with a beautiful girl; a criminal briefs his team; a tycoon breakfasts with a Bank
official. Then three stories break: an attempted suicide, a hijack and a take-over bid.
One Shocking Conspiracy They seem unrelated – until Evening Post reporters ask
questions. Why is a Jamaican bank in trouble? Who drove the Rolls-Royce seen near
the raid? Who was the man with gunshot wounds? Over the course of a single day,
fortunes will be destroyed, reputations shattered and principles shredded. A Dangerous
Truth It is only when a blackmailed politician decides to take matters into his own hands
and to set a pair of fearless reporters on the trail that a criminal web at the heart of the
conspiracy is uncovered. Will the truth be too dangerous to print on this unforgettable
day in the capital?
The #1 New York Times bestselling historical epic, the Century Trilogy, now in one
deluxe boxed set. Ken Follett follows the fortunes of five international
families--American, German, Russian, English, and Welsh--as they make their way
through the 20th century. The boxed set includes all three volumes: Fall of Giants,
Winter of the World, and Edge of Eternity. [Follett] is a commanding storyteller who has
taken on an impossibly large task and accomplished it with passion, intelligence, and
skill. --The Washington Post Follett is masterly in conveying so much drama and
historical information so vividly . . . grippingly told. --The New York Times Book Review
Look out for Ken's newest book, A Column of Fire, available now.
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The FBI doesn’t believe it. The Governor
wants the problem to disappear. But agent Judy Maddox knows the threat is real:
An extreme group of eco-terrorists has the means and the know-how to set off a
massive earthquake of epic proportions. For California, time is running out. Now
Maddox is scrambling to hunt down a petty criminal turned cult leader turned
homicidal mastermind. Because she knows that the dying has already begun.
And things will only get worse when the earth violently shifts, bolts, and shakes
down to its very core.
Three classic historical spy thrillers from the master storyteller and bestselling
author, Ken Follett. Thundering Good Thrillers is a great value eBook bundle
including three heart-stopping thrillers all set during World War II; featuring
female Special Operations agents going undercover behind German lines
(Jackdaws), Hitler's prize secret agent going behind Allied lines (Eye of the
Needle) and an 18-year-old Dane who stumbles across a top secret German
installation whose discovery could change the course of the war (Hornet Flight).
Ken Follett's Edge of Eternity Summary & AnalysisThis is a summary of Ken
Follett's last book in a Century Trilogy that covers 50+ years of recent history.
Published in 2014, Edge of Eternity tracks the lineage of Ma Peshkov, their
families, and acquaintances living in the US, Soviet Union, UK, and a divided
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Germany. The novel is a comprehensive and factual narrative of historical events
through the eyes of those next to influential people of that era.Summary of Edge
of Eternity Includes: Book Review Story Analysis Highlights of Elements many
Readers may have missed Key Character Analysis Discussion of Themes,
Symbols and Key Takeaways Chapter by Chapter Breakdown of Entire BookThis
summary is not intended to be used without reference to the original book.
????????????????????????? ????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ???? ???????John Williams, 1922?1994? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????1954??????????????
????1985??????????????????????????????????????????????????????1960???
?????1965?????????1972?????????1973??????????? ???? ??? ??????????????
????????????????????????????????????2006?2012????????????????????????
???????????1917?1937?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ?????????????????????? ????????????? ?????????????
————???????????????????????———— ????????——????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
La 4e de couverture indique:"His name was Andrew Harlan. He was eternal: a
member of a highly exclusive organisation. He was a Technician, and his job was
to range through past and present centuries, monitoring and even altering Time's
myriad cause-and-effect relationship... But when he met Noÿs he fell victim to a
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phenomenon older than Time itself love. It was then that he realised he must use
the awesome technique of the Eternals to twist Time so that they might survive together."
Lie Down With Lions is the thrilling tale of suspense and deceit from master of
the spy story, Ken Follett. A Dangerous Romance In Paris, rival spies Ellis and
Jean-Pierre both fall in love with Jane, and all three become gripped in a tangled
web of lust and deception as they battle terrorist conspiracies. Ultimately Jane
can marry only one and chooses Jean-Pierre. A Fight for Freedom In Afghanistan
the Mujahedeen are fighting to free their country of the Soviet invasion and the
newlyweds travel to the Valley of the Five Lions to help the cause as doctors.
Fierce fighting means they must find a way out of the line of fire. A Perilous
Escape Help unexpectedly comes in the form of Jean Pierre’s nemesis, Ellis,
and knowing both men have dangerous secrets, Jane must once again choose
who to trust if she is to make her escape over one of the most remote mountain
ranges in the world . . .
1869?????-???????????????????????????? "???? "??????????????????1969????????
?????2020?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????--?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????--???? ??? "???????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
Triple is the story of the most successful espionage coup - and best-kept secret - of this
century. This taut espionage thriller comes from master of the genre, Ken Follett. A
Frightening Discovery 1968. The fledgling nation of Israel is threatened when the
intelligence services find out that Egypt is only months away from developing nuclear
weapons. An untimely end awaits the young nation unless a source of uranium for
Israeli bombs can be obtained in complete secrecy. Impossible, of course, unless
someone as improbable as the plan can be found to steal it. A Daring Mission Working
alone, Israeli agent Nat Dickstein concocts an ingenious scenario for the biggest, and
quietest, hijacking in history. A task made all the more difficult by the factions trying to
stop him. Time is Running Out Dickstein plans to steal the uranium and fool the
Russian KGB, Egyptian Intelligence and the Arab extremists, the Fedayeen. As the
nuclear arms race in the Middle East escalates to frightening proportions, the fate of
millions of lives hangs in the balance in this fictionalized account of one of the best-kept
secrets of the twentieth century.
Eternity, Inc. had begun in the 27th century as a trade organization, shipping goods
from one century to another. But its real mission was much greather; it controlled
human history.
The epic final volume in the Century trilogy. As the decisions made in the corridors of
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power bring the world to the brink of oblivion, five families from across the globe are
brought together in an unforgettable tale of passion and conflict during the Cold War.
When Rebecca Hoffmann, a teacher in East Germany, finds herself pursued by the
secret police, she discovers that she has been living a lie. Her younger brother, Walli,
longs to escape across the Berlin Wall to Britain to become part of the burgeoning
music scene. In the United States, George Jakes, a bright young lawyer in the Kennedy
administration, is a fierce supporter of the Civil Rights movement - as is the woman he
is in love with, Verena, who works for Martin Luther King, Jr. Boarding a Greyhound bus
in Washington to protest against segregation, they begin a fateful journey together.
Russian activist, Tania Dvorkin, narrowly evades capture for producing an illegal news
sheet. Her actions are made all the more perilous as her brother, Dimka, is a rising star
in the heart of the Communist Party in the Kremlin. From the deep south of America to
the vast expanses of Siberia, from the shores of Cuba to the swinging streets of Sixties
London, Edge of Eternity is a sweeping tale of the fight for individual freedom in a world
gripped by the mightiest clash of superpowers anyone has ever known. KOBO
CHOICES BEST FICTION 2014 BOOK 3 IN THE CENTURY TRILOGY
The bestselling sequel to Pillars of the EarthOn the day after Halloween, in the year
1327, four children slip away from the cathedral city of Kingsbridge. They are a thief, a
bully, a boy genius and a girl who wants to be a doctor. In the forest they see two men
killed. As adults, their lives will be braided together by ambition, love, greed and
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revenge. They will see prosperity and famine, plague and war. One boy will travel the
world but come home in the end; the other will be a powerful, corrupt nobleman. One
girl will defy the might of the medieval church; the other will pursue an impossible love.
And always they will live under the long shadow of the unexplained killing they
witnessed on that fateful childhood day. Ken Follett's masterful epic The Pillars of the
Earth enchanted millions of readers with its compelling drama of war, passion and
family conflict set around the building of a cathedral. Now World Without End takes
readers back to medieval Kingsbridge two centuries later, as the men, women and
children of the city once again grapple with the devastating sweep of historical change.
?????????????????????.????????????,????????????????,???????????.??????,??????
????,????,?????????.??????????????????.??????????,???????????,???????,????????
?????????.??,?????????????,???????????.......
The first in Ken Follett's bestselling Century Trilogy, Fall of Giants is a captivating novel
that follows five families through the world-shaking dramas of the First World War, the
Russian Revolution, and the struggle for votes for women. A world in chaos. 1911, a
thirteen-year-old boy, Billy Williams, begins working down the mines as George V is
crowned king. The escalating arms race between the empire nations will put not only
the king but this young boy in grave danger. A terrible war. Billy’s family is inextricably
linked with the Fitzherberts, the aristocratic owners of the coal mine where he works.
And when Maud Fitzherbert falls in love with Walter von Ulrich, a spy at the German
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embassy in London, their destiny also becomes entangled with that of Gus Dewar, an
ambitious young aide to Woodrow Wilson, and two orphaned Russian brothers, the
Peshkovs, whose plan to emigrate to America falls foul of conscription, revolution and
imminent war. A revolution that will change everything. When Russia convulses in
bloody revolution and the Great War unfolds, the five families’ futures are entwined
forever, love bringing them closer even as conflict takes them further apart. What seeds
will be sown for further tragedy in the twentieth century and what role will each play in
what is to come?
Ken Follett's extraordinary historical epic, the Century Trilogy, reaches its sweeping,
passionate conclusion. In Fall of Giants and Winter of the World, Ken Follett followed the
fortunes of five international families—American, German, Russian, English, and Welsh—as they
made their way through the twentieth century. Now they come to one of the most tumultuous
eras of all: the 1960s through the 1980s, from civil rights, assassinations, mass political
movements, and Vietnam to the Berlin Wall, the Cuban Missile Crisis, presidential
impeachment, revolution—and rock and roll. East German teacher Rebecca Hoffmann
discovers she’s been spied on by the Stasi for years and commits an impulsive act that will
affect her family for the rest of their lives. . . . George Jakes, the child of a mixed-race couple,
bypasses a corporate law career to join Robert F. Kennedy's Justice Department and finds
himself in the middle of not only the seminal events of the civil rights battle but a much more
personal battle of his own. . . . Cameron Dewar, the grandson of a senator, jumps at the
chance to do some official and unofficial espionage for a cause he believes in, only to discover
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that the world is a much more dangerous place than he'd imagined. . . . Dimka Dvorkin, a
young aide to Nikita Khrushchev, becomes an agent both for good and for ill as the United
States and the Soviet Union race to the brink of nuclear war, while his twin sister, Tanya,
carves out a role that will take her from Moscow to Cuba to Prague to Warsaw—and into
history.
Filled with startling twists, Whiteout is the ultimate knife-edge drama from Ken Follett – an
international bestselling author who is in a class of his own. A Family Reunited As a blizzard
descends from the north on Christmas Eve, several people converge on a remote family estate
in Scotland. Stanley Oxenford, director of a pharmaceutical research company, has everything
riding on a drug he is developing to fight a lethal virus. A Brewing Storm Several others are
interested in his success too: his children, at home for Christmas with their offspring, have their
eyes on the money he will make; Toni Gallo, forced to resign from the police department in
disgrace, is betting her career on keeping the drug safe; and a local television reporter,
determined to move up, has sniffed the story, even if he has to bend the facts to tell it. A House
Under Siege A sinister gang spots an opportunity to use one of Stanley’s children against him
and steal the virus. As everyone takes shelter, it becomes apparent that being inside the house
may be more dangerous than the storm outside, especially when a lethal virus might be on the
loose . . .
Epic in its scale, A Dangerous Fortune tells of the dramatic highs and lows of the wealthy
Pilaster family from the bestselling author of The Pillars of the Earth, Ken Follett. A Tragic
Accident 1866: at an exclusive school in Victorian England, a schoolboy drowns in a
mysterious accident. His death and its aftermath will have repercussions for decades to come .
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. . A Fierce Rivalry There on that fateful day were Hugh Pilaster and his older cousin Edward,
heirs of a powerful banking dynasty with connections that reach from London to far-afield
colonies. A Lethal Secret The cousins find themselves locked in a vicious competition for the
top job at the bank. But the respectable veneer of the family, and even Victorian England itself,
looks to shatter as the deadly event from their schooldays threatens everything the Pilasters
have built.
?????????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????? ????2017????
?????? ????????????????? ????????????????????????? —— ????Daniel Kahneman??????????
??????????????????????????????????A Brief History of Humankind??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????A Brief History of Tomorrow?? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ???
???????????????????????????????? ?? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????Homo Deus??????????????????????????
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